Report of the Vice-President (Internal Affairs) to Council

Communications

- Website
  - SQ
- Social media outreach
  - SQ
- Listserv
  - Coordination of communications with Elections SSMU

Event Planning

- SSPN
  - SQ, Grad Frosh planning beginning
- Faculty Olympics
  - Soft confirmation for all of our venues
  - McGill Code of Conduct being incorporated into venues, meeting with Dean of Students scheduled to discuss harm reduction
  - Still a surplus so far
  - Teams have been created, programming being finalized, venues and logistics being paid for
  - Apparel and bracelet orders
  - Communication with EUS regarding footage
- Frosh
  - Meetings set up for first IOCs

First Year Affairs

- First Year Council
  - SQ

General

- Starting to put together 2 portfolio specific guides:
  - Event planning, Communications
- Mediation
- Preparing for transition

Best,
Maya Koparkar